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INSPIRED 4 U BOOKS by JO ANNE MEEKINS
As a survivor of rape, betrayal, fear, loneliness, divorce, & multiple start overs,
Jo Anne Meekins is a speaker, coach, publisher, and author who creates and serves to
inspire hope, strengthen faith & increase self-awareness. Her mission is to provide
inspirational products, information & services that empower women to live vocal,
valued and victorious lives; and assist writers in publishing projects in excellence.
Visit her website for access to her blog, newsletter & videos. Books available on
Amazon & for pickup order at local bookstores.

HOW TO UNCOVER, HEAL & RELEASE PAINFUL LIFE EXPERIENCES
Living a Vocal, Valued and Victorious Life (Vol. 1)

This collection of "How To" articles includes effective tips and techniques
on topics such as forgiveness, conquering internal conflict, and seasons of
struggle. Additionally, Ms. Meekins transparently illustrates how she has dealt
with personal pain, false beliefs and major transitions. If you want to learn how
to heal your heart, free your mind and be at peace, invest in this journey of
self-discovery to experience deeper levels of healing and victory in your life.
HOW TO PRESS FORWARD & SHIFT TO A HIGHER LEVEL
Living a Vocal, Valued and Victorious Life (Vol. 2)

This collection of relevant “how to” articles is filled with insights and
experiences of persevering through life challenges to achieve a new position of
power and posture on higher ground. The author offers practical and personal
steps that show you how to connect with your Creator and discover your
passion; inspire you to live on purpose doing what you love; motivate you to
face fear and press forward; and challenge you to take action NOW! If you're
tired of where you are, and what that feels and looks like, apply the
scripturally-based principles within these pages to achieve effective results in
pressing forward and shifting to a higher and victorious level of living.
HOW TO KNOW GOD BETTER & LOVE YOURSELF MORE
Living a Vocal, Valued & Victorious Life (Vol. 3)

Author Jo Anne Meekins draws on 30+ years of Christian Living to
illustrate various ways of “How To Know God Better & Love Yourself More.” In
volume 3 of the Living a Vocal, Valued and Victorious Life, she shares the steps
to getting maximum benefits from God's word, discerning God's love, prayer
techniques, reflections of the resurrection, turning your ashes into God's
Beauty, seeing yourself through God's eyes, paying tithes and giving donations,
and much more. If you've struggled with making yourself a priority,
recognizing your self-worth, or having a close personal relationship with God,
invest in this book and bless your life.
Inspired 4 U Ministries LLC
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The transformative content in How To Know http://inspired4uministries.com
God Better & Love Yourself More
JoAnneMeekins@inspired4uministries.com
is the solidifying element and foundation of the Living a Vocal, Valued and
Victorious Life three-part series, which also includes: How To Uncover, Heal &
Release Painful Life Experiences and How to Press Forward & Shift to a Higher
Level. Read and apply all three volumes to facilitate a healed, confident,
abundant life of freedom, peace, love and oneness with God, which is your
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Scripturally Based Poetry Books

FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS

This is an inspirational collection of poetic scriptures, bible
character narratives, sermon summaries, and personal healing
experiences to enlighten and encourage your soul in the various
seasons of life.
Poetic scripture versions include Psalm 23, Proverbs 3: 5-6, and
Isaiah 54: 2-3. Poetic bible character narratives include Moses,
Miriam, and Ruth and Naomi. Sermon based poems include excerpts
from Exodus, Hebrews, Hosea, and Joshua.

ON SOLID GROUND: Inspirational Poetry for All Occasions

This inspirational poetry collection will equip you with the right
words to say for any occasion and is categorized into seven sections:
Words of 1) Encouragement 2) Challenge 3) Relationship 4) Tribute 5)
Comfort 6) Testimony and 7) Ethnocentric Expressions. On Solid
Ground is filled with tested and tried heartfelt expressions that cover a
variety of occasions, including friendship, anniversaries, birthdays,
retirement, promotion, bereavement, and church celebrations.
Youthful youngsters to seasoned seniors will be encouraged,
making this book a wonderful all occasions gift for your family,
friends, and special loved ones.

Self-Publishing Manual
HOW TO SELF-PUBLISH IN EXCELLENCE WITHIN 10-DAYS:
A step-by-step guide to self-publishing via CreateSpace"

A three-part writing and online publishing resource that includes: 1)
Tips on overcoming writer's block and completing a project; 2) A step-bystep guide that teaches authors how to use the FREE publishing tools of
CreateSpace; and 3) Marketing suggestions and proven strategies. In
addition, this detailed handbook includes screenshots to help the writer
easily navigate through an extremely economical self-publishing process
that also provides free cover design templates and an International
Standard Book Number (ISBN) if desired. If you desire to self-publish
your book and make it available to millions of customers online, this book
is for you.

Supporting clients to live faith-filled, authentic lives and publish writing projects in excellence!
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JoAnneMeekins@inspired4uministries.com
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